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THE INFLUENCE OF SYMMETRY ON THE PROBABILITY OF
ASSEMBLY PATHWAYS FOR ICOSAHEDRAL VIRAL SHELLS

MIKL ÓS BÓNA∗

MEERA SITHARAM†

This paper motivates and sets up the mathematical frameworkfor a new program of investi-
gation: to isolate and clarify the precise influence of symmetry on the probability space of
assembly pathways that successfully lead to icosahedral viral shells. Several tractable open
questions are posed. Besides its virology motivation, the topic is of independent mathematical
interest for studying constructions of symmetric polyhedra. Preliminary results are presented:
a natural, structural classification of subsets of facets ofT = 1 polyhedra, based on their stabi-
lizing subgroups of the icosahedral group; and a theorem that uses symmetry to formalize why
increasing depth increases the numeracy (and hence probability) of an assembly pathway type
(or symmetry class) for aT = 1 viral shell.

1. Introduction

The viral assembly process - just like many other spontaneous macromolecular
assembly processes - is not well-understood. This lack of understanding prevails
even for basic assembly ofT = 1 viral shells, including those that assemble with
equal efficacy into empty shells without enclosing the internal genomic material,
and without the use of chaperone or scaffolding proteins. This is the type of as-
sembly that we consider here. Many mathematical models of viral shell assembly
have been proposed and studied including2,3,20,19,18, 12,9,13,11. Here we use the
viral assembly pathwayGT model of16 that was developed to answer focused
questions thatconcern onlythe influence of symmetry and geometric constraints
(present in the complete viral shell) on the relative probabilities of different types
of abstract assembly pathways. The geometric constraints (within monomers or
between monomers) are extracted from the X-ray or cryo-EM structure of the vi-
ral shell. More specifically, the final viral structure can beviewed formally as the
solution to a symmetric system of geometric constraints that can be expressed as
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algebraic equations and inequalities.
The basic GT model does not directly address factors resulting from dynam-

ics or kinetics or solvent interaction, although it permitsa natural extension to
incorporate such factors. As a result of this simplicity, the basic GT model is
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Figure 1. (Left) Facenumbers: pentamer of trimers in aT = 1 polyhedron. (Right) Vertex numbers:
trimers of pentamers in aT = 1 polyhedron

easily tunable and provides an intuitive theory of assemblythat is restricted to
(and based purely on) geometry and symmetry constraints present in the complete
viral shell. Moreover, the GT model is computationally tractable, i.e. there is
an efficient randomized algorithm for computing (a provablygood approximation
of) probability distribution on pathways. Since the required algorithms are modi-
fications of state-of-the art 3d geometric constraint decomposition algorithms15,
simulation software for the model is built directly upon existing opensource soft-
ware for 3D geometric constraint solving14. For biochemical validation, a pre-
cise GT model for MVM (Minute Virus of Mice) assembly pathways has been
developed using MVM X-ray structure’s geometric constraints, and rough models
have been developed for MSV (Maize Streak Geminivirus), andAAV4 (Human
Adeno-Associated Virus). Several of the GT model’s predictions consistently ex-
plain existing experimental observations aboutT = 1 viral shell assembly path-
ways for MVM, MSV and AAV4. Furthermore, the GT model’s biochemical and
mathematical assumptions have been clarified and justified.

2. Motivation and Contribution

In 17, the authors observed the following. The study of the probability of an ab-
stract pathway is reduced to two separate factors - geometryand symmetry - that
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could largely be treated independently. We explain briefly below. The GT model’s
abstractpathwaysrepresent static information in the construction (or decomposi-
tion) of the complete viral shell (Figure 1). The nodes of these pathway trees
represent subassemblies that do not disintegrate during the course of the assembly
process. See Figures 2, 3 for examples of pathways. These subassemblies are sub-
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Figure 2. T = 1 assembly pathways based on pentameric subassemblies and nomenclature of Figure
1, triangles at bottom represent pentamers; arrows represent the action of the icosahedral group on
pathways; only the two arrows to the right of the two middle figures fix the corresponding pathways.

systems of the the complete viral geometric constraint system. In a pathway tree,
these subassemblies or subsystems are partially ordered bycontainment, with the
root representing the complete assembled structure, i.e.,we only consider trees
that representsuccessfulpathways. Additionally, in a simplified pathway tree, the
leaves represent the individual viral shell monomers. Since theT = m viral shell
can be overlayed on a polyhedron with the monomers represented as facets, a sim-
plified pathway tree for an icosahedralT = m viral shell describes the assembly
of a corresponding polyhedron from its individual facets. This manuscript will
only refer to simplified, successful pathways. See Figure 1 for nomenclature of a
T = 1 polyhedron that we use in this paper.

In the GT model, the first factor influencing the probability of a given pathway
tree is thegeometric stability factor: this is determined by quantifiable properties
- such as extent of rigidity, algebraic complexity and size of configuration space -
for each of the subassemblies (internal nodes) that appear in the pathway tree. This
factor is estimated by analyzing the corresponding subsystems of the given viral
geometric constraint system. It was shown in16 that the geometric stability factor
can be expressed purely graph theoretically, using the geometric constraint graph
underlying the viral constraint system. This factor is correlated with biochemical
stability influenced by assembly and dis-assembly energy thresholds. Some path-
ways can never occur (have probability zero) since the subassemblies occuring
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Figure 3. T = 1 assembly pathways based on trimeric subassemblies, triangles at bottom represent
trimers

in them are unstable (their geometric stability factor is zero). Such pathways are
geometrically invalid. It was further shown in17 that validity of pathways can
be expressed using even simpler polyhedral graphs extracted from the underlying
geometric constraint graphs, often directly using theT = m polyhedral graphs.

The second factor that clearly influences the probability ofa given symmetry
type or class of pathwayτ is the the size of the orbit ofτ under the action of the
icosahedral group (see Figure 2). By a classic result1,10, the sense-preserving
automorphism group of a polyhedral graph can be realized as the group of rota-
tions of a convex polyhedron whose skeleton is the given polyhedral graph. Hence
we can continue to use a purely graph-theoretic treatment ofsubassemblies and
valid pathways when analyzing this factor as well. In this paper, we study this
symmetric numeracy factorexclusively.
Remark. Note that the geometric stability factor and validity remain invariant
for any pathway tree of the samesymmetry type, or in the samesymmetry class
(using the symmetries of the underlying polyhedron or the automorphisms of the
corresponding polyhedral graph).

Contribution and Organization. With the above virology motivation, the overall
contribution and organization of this paper is as follows.

(1) In Section 3 we set up the required definitions with examples and develop a
program of questions concerning assembly pathway treesτ of polyhedra or poly-
hedral graphsP with a symmetry/automorphism groupG.

This is a novel approach to studying symmetric macromolecular assembly,
isolating and clarifying the precise influence of the symmetric numeracy factor on
the probability of assembly pathway types. While the questions posed here stem
from the above virology motivation, to the best of our knowledge, they begin a
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new direction of mathematical investigation.
Related work.There is a rich literature on the enumeration of construction se-
quences of symmetric polyhedra and their underlying polyhedral graphs, includ-
ing fullerenes and fulleroids (7,4,6). These have focused on enumerating (con-
structions of)differentpolyhedra, using structural features such as the so-called
zigzags.On the one hand, our goal - of classifying pathways based on their stabi-
lizers - is geared towards enumerating (symmetry classes) of constructions of the
samepolyhedron representing the viral shell. Hence while we expect to draw on
the existing work on zigzags, we believe that the questions and theorems discussed
here require new ingredients.

(2) In Section 4 the tractability of these questions is illustrated by new results
about assembly pathway trees of icosahedralT = 1 polyhedraP . In Theorem 4.1
we observe that the probability thatP assembles using a pathway treeτ generally
increases with the depth ofτ : more precisely, the symmetric numeracy factor, i.e.,
the size of the orbit (or symmetry class) ofτ , is bounded below by the depth of
τ . This is a useful theorem that directly indicates that the symmetric numeracy
factor generally increases with the depth. Moreover, increasing depth also means
that each intermediate subassembly or node in the pathway tree is assembled from
fewer constituent subassemblies (its children); and it is intuitively clear that this
would in turn effect an increase in the geometric stability factor of the pathway
(this is formalized in16). Hence Theorem 4.1 clarifies how increasing depth in-
creases the probability of the pathway symmetry type in two independent ways.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 uses a structural classification: for each subgroupS of
the icosahedral group, we describe the structure of a subsetof P ’s facets that is
fixed byS.

3. Framework and Questions

A T = 1 polyhedral graphis the dual or facet-adjacency graph of Figure 1 (where
each of the 20 faces of the icosahedron is subdivided into three 5-sided facets as
shown). I.e, this graph has one vertex for each facet shown inthe figure, and edges
connect vertices corresponding to pairs of adjacent facets. As mentioned earlier,
we will identify theT = 1 polyhedral graphP with any polyhedron whose facet
adjacencies are specified byP and whose symmetry group is the sense-preserving
automorphism group ofP . We will use these objects interchangeably. We call
such a polyhedron (with 60 facets) aT = 1 polyhedron, i.e, it is based on an
icosahedral construction withT number 1 (please see5 for Caspar-KlugT number
or alternatively8 for the equivalent Goldberg-Coxeter(h, k)-numbers). AT = 1

assembly pathway treeis a rooted tree whose leaves are labeled by the 60 facets
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of a T = 1 polyhedron (or the 60 vertices of aT = 1 polyhedral graph). Each
internal node is labeled by the subset of facets corresponding to the descendant
leaves of that node (and the corresponding subgraph of theT = 1 polyhedral
graph) i.e, it represents the subassembly induced by them. The root represents
the complete successful assembly of aT = 1 polyhedron or the entireT = 1

polyhedral graph. From now on, apathway treerefers to aT = 1 pathway tree.
Thedepthof a pathway tree is the number of edges on the longest path from root
to any leaf.

It is well-known that ifG is a finite permutation group acting on a setS and
s ∈ S, then

∣

∣sG
∣

∣ = |G|
|Gs|

, wheresG is theorbit or symmetry classof s under the
action ofG, andGs is thestabilizer subgroupof G that fixess. Here|.| denotes
size or cardinality of a set. IfU ⊆ S, then the stabilizerGU of U is also a
subgroup ofG.

We will study the natural action of the icosahedral group on the set of facets of
aT = 1 polyhedron, set of subsets of facets and the set of pathway trees (induced
by the action on the facets labeling the leaves). A propertyQ of pathway treesτ is
symmetry-invariantprovidedQ(τ ′) either holds for allτ ′ in τ ’s symmetry class, or
holds for none of them. Note that a conjunction of symmetry-invariant properties
is also symmetry invariant. The following is an example of a symmetry-invariant
property whose probability of occurence would be valuable to estimate. Pathway
trees with this property can be biochemically interpreted as assembly pathways
that are based on a specific type ofnucleation.

Example [nucleation]:A trimer is a triangle subgraph (3-cycle) of aT = 1

polyhedral graph induced by any 3 facets of aT = 1 polyhedron that cover one
face of the underlying icosahedron. Similarly, apentameris a pentagon subgraph
(5-cycle) induced by any 5 facets of aT = 1 polyhedron that are incident at any of
the vertices of the underlying icosahedron. Adimer is an edge between any two
adjacent facets belonging, respectively, to two adjacent faces of the underlying
icosahedron. A symmetry invariant property of pathway trees is whether it is a
pentamer nucleation tree (resp. dimer or trimer nucleationtree), i.e, all nodes
whose children are all leaves, correspond to pentamers (resp. dimers, trimers).

As remarked earlier, any natural notion ofvalidity of pathways is a symmetry-
invariant property and17 shows how some natural notions of validity can be ex-
pressed directly using theT = 1 polyhedral graphs. Below are two such examples
of validity.

Example [validity]: A node in a pathway tree is valid if the subgraph of the
T = 1 polyhedral graph corresponding to it is connected. Stronger notions of
validity are defined by specifying a set of (symmetry classesof) base stablesub-
graphs of theT = 1 polyhedral graph17. In this case, a nodeν in a pathway
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tree is valid if one of the base stable subgraphs has a non-trivial intersection with
the subgraphs associated with each ofν’s children, where “non-trivial” is defined
appropriately. In all cases, a pathway tree is valid if all its nodes are valid.

With these definitions and examples, we can pose the following natural ques-
tions (the optional and variable contents in the parantheses give many versions of
each question):

Question 1:Given a subgroupG of the icosahedral group, characterize the
set of pathway trees (resp. with a given symmetry-invariantproperty, say validity
or nucleation or both) stabilized by that subgroup. Alternatively, given a path-
way tree (resp. with a given symmetry-invariant property) specify the information
necessary and sufficient to determine its stabilizer.

Question 2:Count or enumerate (resp. symmetry classes of) pathway trees
(resp. with a given symmetry-invariant property).

Question 3:Additionally, it is interesting to compute the ratio of the number
of pathway trees (resp. number of symmetry classes) that satisfy two symmetry
invariant propertiesQ1 (say nucleation) andQ2 (say validity), to the number of
pathway trees (resp. number of symmetry classes) that satisfy only Q2 (validity).

Question 4:The above questions directly extend to larger icosahedrally sym-
metric polyhedra (largerT numbers), to fullerenes and fulleroids and polyhedra
with different symmetry groups. In such cases, the questions can also be phrased
as algorithmic questions, where asymptotic complexity of the algorithm is ex-
pressed in terms of the number of facets of the polyhedron (ortheT number).

4. Results

It is well-known that the icosahedral groupA5 has the following subgroups and
subgroup sizes:A5, of size 60;A4, of size 12;D5, of size 10;D3, of size 6;Z5,
of size 5;Z2 × Z2, of size 4;Z3, of size 3;Z2, of size 2; andid, of size 1.

The groupA5 acts on the set of 60 facets of aT = 1 polyhedron in a natural
way. So the possible symmetry class sizes are 60, 30, 20, 15, 12, 10, 6, 5, and 1.
It is not difficult to verify that all these class sizes actually occur.

Let S be a subset of the set of facets of aT = 1 polyhedron, and assume that
S is fixed by a subgroupH of A5. Then we have the following possibilities forS.
(These can be verified by considering how each subgroup ofA5 acts on the facets
of theT = 1 polyhedron.)
(1) If H = A5, thenS is the set of all 60 facets.
(2) If H = A4, thenS consists of all the facets situated on 4 full icosahedral faces
whose centers form a regular tetrahedron.
(3) If H = D5, thenS is somewhat more complicated to describe. In this case,
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H fixes a set of two pentagons in parallel planes whose edges areedges of the
icosahedron. ThenS can be any set of facets arranged symmetrically around
these ten edges. (So for instance, the number of facets inS is always divisible by
10 in this case.)
(4) If H = D3, thenS consists of two full opposite faces of the icosahedron,
and possibly, additional facets added on each of the six sides of these faces in a
symmetrical fashion.
(5) If H = Z5, thenS consists of5-tuples of facets arranged symmetrically around
the same axis of rotation.
(6) If H = Z2 × Z2, thenS consists of facets adjacent to two opposite edges of
the icosahedron.
(7) If H = Z3, thenS is a union of triples of facets, the triples consisting of facets
symmetrically arranged around the same axis of rotation.
(8) If H = Z2, thenS consists of pairs of opposite facets (on opposite faces of
the icosahedron).
(9) If H = 1, thenS can be any subset of facets not belonging to any of the
previous eight cases.

We are now ready to state and prove a theorem on the sizes of icosahedral
symmetry classes ofT = 1 pathway trees.

Theorem 4.1. The size of the symmetry class of a T1 pathway treeτ is at least
d − 1, whenτ has depthd > 3.

Proof. The proof is by verifying all cases depending on the values ofd. In each
case, we will use the description ofS given in the list above. LetG be the icosa-
hedral group. We consider the longest path inτ (of length at leastd); At each
level, consider the set of leaves inτ of that depth. LetS denote the smallest such
set. LetStabS denote its stabilizer.

Consider the non-leaf verticesv1, v2, . . . , vd along the longest pathp of a tree
of depthd. Herevi−1 is the parent ofvi. Define the ”leaves joining atvi” to
be those leaves that are descendants ofvi but are not descendants ofvi+1. (1)
If d > 30, then by the Pigeon-hole Principle, there is an indexi so that only
one leaf joins atvi. This can be any of the 60 facets of the T1 polyhedron, so
τ has symmetry class size 60. (2) If20 < d ≤ 30, then again by the Pigeon-
hole Principle, there is an indexi so that at most two leaves join atvi. If they
correspond to opposite facets, then they there are 30 possibilities for their pair,
otherwise there are more. Soτ has an symmetry class size at least 30.
(3) If 16 < d < leq20, then there is an indexi so that at most three leaves join
at vi. (If there is an indexi so that at most two leaves join atvi, then we are in
the previous case. For this reason, in all subsequent cases,we will assume that the
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minimal number of leaves joining in atvi is not smaller than it has to be.) Then
StabS can consist of at most three elements (that happens whenStabS = Z3), so
the orbitSG of S is of size at least 20). (4) Ifd = 16, then we have to be a little
bit more careful because it can happen that there are indicesi so that no leaves
join in atvi. We will consider two subcases. (4a) If, for every non-leaf vertex of a
longest pathp, there is at least one leaf joining at that vertex, then we canproceed
exactly as in case (3). (4b) It can happen that there are indicesi so that no leaves
join in at vi. For instance, consider the tree shown in Figure 4. In this tree, the

v

w u

path of length 16

Figure 4. Proof illustration: Tree of depth 16

lowest internal nodew on a path of length 16 has two leaves. The internal nodev

that is immediately abovew, has another childu in addition tow, andu has two
leaves. as children. All nodes higher up on the path of length16 have four new
leaves joining in. Then the tree rooted atv is stabilized byZ2 × Z2, so so the
isomorphism class ofτ is of size 15 only.
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Note (for this case, and also for cases (6b) and (7b)) that this construction
cannot be extended further. Indeed, having internal nodes on the longest path with
more than two children, or having internal nodes on the longest path further away
from their leaf-descendents will simply imply that we exhaust our 60 leaves faster,
and so the longest path ofτ will be shorter thand. That would mean that only a
weaker statement on the size of the isomorphism class would have to be proved.

In other words, if there is a counterexample to the statementthatτ has isomor-
phism class of size at leastd, then there is a counterexample of the type shown in
Figure 4. And, that structure only increases the length of the longest path by one
over trees which have a longest path in which there is at leastone leaf joining in
at everyvi.
(5) If 12 < d ≤ 15, then there is an indexi so that at most four leaves join atvi.
The above description shows that ifS has four elements, then|StabS | ≤ 4, with
equality holding whenStabS = Z2 × Z2. Therefore,

∣

∣SG
∣

∣ ≥ 15.
(6) If 10 < d ≤ 12, then there are two cases again. (6a) If there is a longest path
so that at least one leaf joins at every vertex of that path, then there is a vertex
vi on that path so that at most five leaves join. When this is exactly five, then
|StabS| ≤ 5, (equality occurs whenStabS = Z5). Therefore,

∣

∣SG
∣

∣ ≥ 12. (6b)
For d = 11, there is an exceptional case, similar to (4b). consider thetree shown
in Figure 5. In this tree, the lowest internal nodew on a path of length 11 has three

w

v

u

path of length 11

Figure 5. Proof illustration: Tree of depth 11
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leaves as children. The internal nodev that is immediately abovew, has another
child u in addition tow, andu has three leaves. as children. All nodes higher up
on the path of length 11 have six new leaves joining in. Then the tree rooted atv
is stabilized byD3, so the isomorphism class ofτ is of size ten only. It is proved
just in case (4b) that further constructions of this type cannot lead to a tree with
depth 11.
(7) If 6 < d ≤ 10, then again, there are two cases. (7a) If there is a longest path
so that at least one leaf joins at every vertex of that path, then we takeS to be
the minimum number ofnodesjoining at any given vertex and show the stronger
statement that

∣

∣SG
∣

∣ ≥ 10. Indeed, the only way for this claim to be false would
be if S were stabilized by a subgroup ofG that has more than six elements, that
is, by A5, A4, or D5. The list above shows that that is impossible since|S| has
less than ten elements. (7b) Otherwise, there is a tree of depth seven, shown on
Figure 6 that is similar to the tree defined in case (6b), except that bothw andu

have five children. In this treeτ , the subtree rooted atv is stabilized byD5, and
so the isomorphism class ofτ is of size six only.

path of length 7

w

v

u

Figure 6. Proof illustration: Tree of depth 7

(8) If d = 6, and |S| = 10, then it is possible that|StabS| = 10, when
StabS = D5, but the larger subgroups ofA5, that is, A5 and A4, cannot be
stabilizers ofS. Therefore,

∣

∣SG
∣

∣ ≥ 6.
(9) If 3 < d ≤ 5, the stabilizer ofS is apropersubgroup ofA5, and as such, has
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at most 12 elements. Therefore, the orbit ofS is of size at least 5.
(10) If d ≤ 3, then the statement is trivially true, since any (non-empty) symmetry
class has size at least one.

5. Conclusion

We motivate and formalize a new program of investigation to clarify the precise
influence of symmetry on on the probability space of (valid) assembly pathway
types for symmetric macromolecular structures. While the questions and prelim-
inary results presented here stem from a virology motivation, they also represent
a novel topic of independent mathematical interest, and extend to larger icosa-
hedrally symmetric polyhedra (largerT numbers) or to polyhedra with different
symmetry groups.
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